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After the production of the Jaguar XJS was halted, the spot and niche that it previously held was not
left vacant. However, this was not for a long period of time because soon enough, Jaguar Cars
introduced the Jaguar XKR to the public and the automobile manufacturer placed this new vehicle
on the spot that the Jaguar XJS used to occupy. In fact, the Jaguar XKR was introduced to the
public as a production vehicle in 1997. Up until the present, this vehicle is still continually being
produced. It is classified as a GT car and it has been made available in two body styles which are
the coupe that holds two doors and the convertible which holds two doors as well.

The Jaguar XKR is actually a part of the Jaguar XK series. This series comes manufactured in a
couple of body styles which comprise of the Grand Touring style and the convertible style. Just like
any Jaguar vehicle manufactured or simply shown to the public, the Jaguar XJR does not fail to
stimulate emotions. After all, it is one vehicle that captures peopleâ€™s attention because of its style
and capacity to provide a superb performance.

This vehicle actually has gone though many upgrades and changes through time. Of course, these
changes would have to be done so as to further improve not only the looks and style of the Jaguar
XJR but also its performance and delivery as well. Although one could not see any significant
changes done to its interior and exterior features, most of the changes done are underneath all the
metal. In fact, the most notable modifications and upgrades were actually those that were done to
the vehicleâ€™s powertrain.

The Jaguar XJR is the kind of vehicle that would give the person looking at it, driving it, or plain
riding in it the feeling that it is one of those sports cars that could and would change your driving
preferences for it exudes an aura of confidence, exquisite performance, and perfect handling.
Although it could be said that it would be quite impractical to buy this kind of vehicle if you need a
vehicle that could and would do more things than just drive around and show off its features.

Carefully selected from outstanding Jaguar car parts, Jaguar Parts and Jaguar Auto Partsâ€™ products
are guaranteed to be of the highest quality. Interested parties, Jaguar owners and Jaguar followers
can simply visit the online store for a huge selection of Jaguar parts for all models like the Jaguar
XKR, the MK10, the X type, the XJ 12, the XJR, and the XK 140 among many others. Jaguar Parts
and Jaguar Auto Parts also stocks thousands of Jaguar XJR parts and Jaguar accessories for all
enthusiasts.

Find OEM Jaguar auto parts, remanufactured parts, new aftermarket parts, used parts, Jaguar
performance parts, and more. The collection of Jaguar parts includes Jaguar XKR accessories, air
intake system parts, brakes, climate control parts, cooling system parts, drive belts, fuel injection
parts, fuel system parts, service tools, steering system parts, suspension system parts, and
transmission parts among many others. These parts are guaranteed to be durable and functional so
as to assist in repairing and maintaining your Jaguar vehicle.
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